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Key letter categories 

Benefits: Vocabulary and strategic thinking 

Ages:  KS2, KS3, KS4, KS5 

Equipment: Copies of the second page – one per group 

Organisation: Can be done individually but works better in groups of around 4 

Organise your class into groups and give them a copy of the sheet per group. 

Somehow pick two letters. You could do this totally at random or you may want to be kind (at least for the first go) 

and pick M and T. These two letters are filled in where the sheets has ‘Beginning with…’. 

Short version 
The class has 5 minutes to try and fill each category with a word beginning with that letter. They get one point for 

each category they fill. If you don’t think a word they’ve put in counts, allow them a chance to justify their choice. 

Your decision is final. 

The group with the most points wins. 

Longer version 
The class has 5 minutes to try and fill each category but they must try and put an answer they don’t think any other 

group will put. At the end of the 5 minutes, one group reads out their list of words and if another group has that 

word, they say so and both groups cross that answer out. If more than one group have put the same answer, they all 

cross it out. Once the first group has finished, let a second group read their list and so on. 

Group score a point for each word listed that no other group put. 

The second part of this game has the potential to drag. Keep it as fast paced as possible and make sure everyone is 

listening so there’s less of the inevitable “What did she say?” problems. 

You could also swap papers over if you think one group is likely to cheat (whether deliberately or inadvertently). 
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Group name _________________________________________ 

  Beginning with … Beginning with … 

A car part     

A colour     

A country     

A dessert     

A film title     

A job     

A musical instrument     

A school subject     

A song title     

A toy     

A type of drink     

A type of fruit     

A type of sweet     

A vegetable     

A weapon     

An indoor sport     

An outdoor sport     

Something electrical     

Something from the butchers     

Something illegal     

Something inside your body     

Something made from metal     

Something made from paper     

Something made from plastic     

Something round     

Something smooth     

Something striped     

Something that can fly     
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Something you wear     

Something you'd see at a circus     

 


